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Let’s look at the factual data. To
establish a reliable death toll among
Tutsi, one needs to answer two questions. First, how many Tutsi lived in
Rwanda at the eve of the genocide?
Second, how many Tutsi survived? As
revealed on their website, Davenport &
Stam assume that there were 506,000
Tutsi in Rwanda in 1993, and 300,000
survivors after the genocide. Hence,
the 200,000 death toll claim. How reliable are the two figures that make up
this claim?
The 506,000 figure is unreliable.
Davenport & Stam arrive at 506,000
based on an extrapolation of the 1952
population census data. The extrapolation from 1952 to 1993 assumes
2.5% population growth and subtracts
UNHCR-numbers of Tutsi that fled
Rwanda prior to 1994. Assuming 3.0%
population growth instead of 2.5%
would have yielded 620,000 Tutsi in
1993 instead of 506,000.
The UNHCR-numbers should also
be taken with a pinch of salt. Clearly,
extrapolating over such a large period does not yield reliable results, certainly when dealing with an exponential growth process in a turbulent period.
The last population census prior to
the genocide was conducted in 1991.

On October 1, 2014, BBC broadcasted its documentary Rwanda’s Untold Story. The documentary features two academics, Christian Davenport and Allan Stam, who put forward
a controversial argument that 200,000
Tutsi were killed during the genocide
(a figure that is much lower than conventional estimates). Several claims
were made in the documentary, but the
200,000 estimate stood out, triggering
outrage from diverse sources.
Rwandan genocide survivor groups,
in an open letter to BBC, call the documentary a “blatant denial of the Genocide against the Tutsi”. In another
open letter, 38 prominent international
signatories, refer to the 200,000 estimate as “an absurd suggestion and
contrary to all the widely available research reported”. Professor Filip Reyntjens, who also features in the documentary, writes in a recent African Arguments piece that “the figures provided by Professors Stam and Davenport on Tutsi and Hutu killed in 1994
do not appear to be based on solid research. At least the data they have
published (not in a scientific journal
or book, but merely on their website)
are insufficient to support their claim,
which flirts with genocide minimisation or denial.”
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This census reported 596,000 Tutsi living in Rwanda, representing 8.4% of
the population. Assuming an annual
population growth of 2.5%, the number of Tutsi would have been 642,000
on the eve of the genocide, much higher
than what is put forward by Davenport
& Stam.
Why choose 1952 as a baseline over
1991, thereby seriously compromising
the quality of the extrapolation? Concerning the 1991 census, the Human
Rights Watch Report Leave none to
tell the story says “Some critics assert
that the number of Tutsi was underreported in that census and in the prior
census of 1978 because the Habyarimana government wanted to minimize
the importance of Tutsi in the population.”
This concern with Rwandan national census data may indeed motivate the use of the pre-independence
1952 census. But, here is the catch:
because the concern with the 1991 census is one of underreporting of Tutsi,
not overreporting, 642,000 Tutsi in
1993 (extrapolated from the 1991 census) should be seen as a lower bound.
Davenport & Stam’s 506,000 estimate
thus falls off the chart.
Regarding the underreporting of
Tutsi in national census data, the 1999
HRW-report further says: “Although
frequently said, no documentation has
been presented to support this allegation.” In 2005, I published evidence in
support of this allegation (French version here). I compared 1990 population data from the local Rwandan administration with data from the 1991
national Rwandan population census.
Across these two data sources, I found
an almost perfect match for the number of men and women, indicating the
quality of the local population data.

In contrast, the share of Tutsi was
much higher in the local population
data than in the census data. This
discrepancy is evidence for the underreporting of Tutsi in the 1991 census
because the local administration had
no reason to misreport the number
of Tutsi (the ethnic quota policy depended on the national figures, not on
the local ones), and Tutsi themselves
could also not easily misreport their
ethnicity towards local administrators
(because family histories were known
locally).
In 2005, I did this comparison only
for one Rwandan province, so the finding could not be generalized to the
whole of Rwanda. Recently, I obtained
local population data for all Rwandan provinces, be it for the year 1987.
These data indicate a share of 10.6%
Tutsi in Rwanda, instead of 8.4% as
reported in the 1991 census. I do not
claim that 10.6% is perfectly reliable,
but – given the allegations and evidence of underreporting in the 1991
census – I consider it more reliable
than 8.4%.
Applying 10.6% to the total population reported in the 1991 population census (7,099,844), one reaches a
number of 754,713 Tutsi in 1991. Assuming 2.5% population growth, one
can calculate that on the eve of the
genocide, there were 811,941 Tutsi living in Rwanda. Depending on what
you consider as reliable for the number
of survivors (300,000 or 150,000), you
then reach a death toll of 512,000 or
662,000.
The range of 150,000-300,000 survivors is commonly used.
At the
end of July 1994, head counting in
refugee camps resulted in an estimated
105,000 Tutsi survivors. According
to Gérard Prunier 25,000 survivors
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who did not go to camps should also
be added, and HRW adds another
20,000 surviving Tutsi in the Democratic Republic of the Congo and Tanzania. This gives a total of 150,000
Tutsi survivors. In later years, various surveys by the Rwandan government, the gacaca transitional justice
system and genocide survivor organizations reached higher estimates of
around 300,000.
In the 1999 HRW-report Alison Des
Forges wrote “Establishing a reliable
toll of those killed in the genocide and
its aftermath is important to counter

denials, exaggerations, and lies. The
necessary data have not been gathered
but speculation about death tolls continues anyway, usually informed more
by emotion than by fact.” Even twenty
years after the genocide, there still is a
need for more independent factual research, as is also recognized by Davenport in a recent piece. Based on the
research done so far, I would claim that
512,000-662,000 is a much more plausible range for the Tutsi death toll than
a range that includes 200,000.
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